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Dementia Awareness Week 2020
This Flash Report showcases just
a few highlights, showing the
amazing resilience, imagination
and creativity being shown
across the country in continuing
to support people living with
dementia and their families.

For Dementia Awareness Week
2020, we are taking a special look
at how some of our funded projects
from all over Scotland are dealing
with COVID-19, keeping people
living with dementia, those who
care for them and their families
connected and supported.

Once again, we would like to
sincerely thank everyone who
is continuing to work so hard.
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Glasgow’s Golden Generation

Cuimhne

With their day centres closed and
community groups not currently meeting,
Glasgow’s Golden Generation has found
new ways to support their members: the
day centre staff are regularly calling their
members to ensure they have the support
they need and also to provide a friendly
voice at the end of the phone. “It means
our members are hearing from someone
they know and trust which makes a huge
difference.” The charity is also delivering
packs of essential food items and toiletries,
and an activities newsletter with word
searches, crosswords and more –prioritising
those with dementia. For bingo aficionados,
the GGG Facebook page live streams online
bingo sessions, with bingo cards delivered in
the weekly packs or available on request.

The Uist charity is making sure that social
distancing doesn’t mean isolation for its
members. Its very active Facebook page
regularly showcases photos and videos
of members and staff at home, keeping
everyone updated with what they have
been up to. They have organised for 6 of
their members to receive iPads, and staff
help with shopping deliveries. They have
also set up several community message
walls in their local shops for people to leave
messages of support to the locals. Over the
last two years, in collaboration with Uist
Films and people in the community, they
have been recording some reminiscence
podcasts and the first ones are now on
their website for people to enjoy.
You can follow them on their Facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/
tagsauibhistdementiafriendly/ and
listen to the podcasts on their website:
https://www.tagsauibhist.co.uk

Keep updated on their Facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/
Glasgowsgoldengeneration
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Heart for Art
They also support their artists in the
community by sending art packs directly to
their homes, with two hand drawn images,
two visual resources and hints and tips for
families and carers to support their loved
ones make art. Heart for Art has set up a
closed Facebook group for their members,
where they can showcase their artworks, and
aim to provide an online exhibition of the
work produced during the lockdown.

With care homes on lockdown and not
currently allowing visitors, Heart for Art is
supporting residents to stay engaged in
creative activities. They are delivering hand
drawn canvases with visual aids for care
staff to support residents in painting. They
aim to provide every CrossReach care home
with ten drawings, ten visual resources as
well as resealable paint pots and brushes.

Read more about Heart for Art: https://www.
crossreach.org.uk/find-service/care-olderpeople/getting-creative-with-dementia
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Shopper-Aide
Due to the lockdown restrictions, ShopperAide’s client base doubled overnight, with
many over 60’s now shielding and the over
70’s being required to stay safe at home. At
the very start of the lockdown, Shopper-Aide
introduced a Phone Buddy system involving
a network of new and existing volunteers and
staff calling clients daily, allowing for chats,
reminiscence and identifying any needs that
might arise. They have adapted to the large
demand and are now able to deliver over 200
weekly shops to clients all over Kintyre. With
their social gatherings and groups being
paused, they have come up with a range
of activities and challenges to keep their
beneficiaries connected and entertained,
such as a book and jigsaws delivery service,
knitting kits, adult join the dots, etc.

They are also encouraging client, unpaid
carers and families to put pen to paper with
a poetry competition, to share their musings
on the current situation (see below). This
challenge was extended to the local primary
schools and poetry is published on their
Facebook page weekly as well as read out
daily on local radio and displayed in their
shop/office window. Their ‘lockdown knitters’
are also creating squares which will be
brought together once it is safe to do so to
create a magnificent blanket!
Keep updated via their Facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/
shopperaidecampbeltown/
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A poem from a Shopper-Aide client:

Birds Eye View
I am the bird circling up in the sky,
I’m looking down and wondering why
There are no people down below
There used to be plenty but now, Oh no!
No boats are out there on the sea
The world seems to belong to only me.
All I can see is a field full of sheep
Have all of the people gone to sleep?
When will things be as they were before?
What still does this virus have in store?
The children no longer go to their schools,
I hope everyone tries to obey the rules
Then perhaps things will soon get back to
normal
And families’ and friends’ lives will be less
formal

Thanks to all essential workers and the
NHS you are keeping the country going!!
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Eric Liddell Centre
The centre transferred all face-to-face
befriending to telephone befriending and
introduced an element of intergenerational
befriending as well. They have also developed
a weekly publication called ‘The Isolation
Times’ which is either posted or emailed to
carers and people living with dementia to
help keep people feeling connected. Each
issue is themed and includes photos, activity
and creativity suggestions, and welcomes
contributions from readers.

The Eric Liddell Centre is working hard
to make sure that their Day Care service
users and carers remain engaged and
connected during the coronavirus crisis.
They have secured food donations for
their Lunch Programme, as well as books,
knitting kits, and some Kindle Fires from
Baillie Gifford in order to ensure that
their clients are able to access lots of fun
activities and online information. Their
Facebook page has regular challenges
and activities such as quizzes, recipes,
and even a stained-glass window tour!

Keep updated via their Facebook Page:
https://www.facebook.com/EricLiddellCentre/
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The Woven Flowers Project
Supported by the Life Changes Trust’s
Regional Grants Programme in Grampian,
the Woven Flowers Project has launched a
new resource created by Lucy Robertson
Designs. Local people with dementia have
been sent a kit containing wooden looms,
Seeds of Hope packets and art materials.
The project’s website contains a wealth of
useful online resources, including instruction
videos and yarn making tutorials.
Find out more: https://www.
lucyrobertsondesigns.co.uk/woven-flowers
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Peer-to-peer funding

Due to the lockdown, the exhibition was cut
short, but the museum has now transferred
the experience online, with Mary’s artwork
on show in their online gallery. You can
also listen to a talk about the exhibition by
writer and dance researcher Dr Sue Oliver.

Earlier this month, we launched the Scottish
Dementia Alumni’s booklet ‘Dementia
and Self-Management’ in which the group
find out what the term means to people
living with forms of dementia in different
circumstances and how the idea affects
their everyday lives. Another awardee has
also been on our radar this month, with a
series of gorgeous abstract paintings on
show at the John Gray Centre. Mary Turnbull,
who lives with dementia, was awarded
funding to go towards the framing of her
work for the exhibition Art for Health’s
Sake, which aimed to demonstrate the
impact art has on health and wellbeing.

Find out more about Dementia and
Self-Management: https://www.
lifechangestrust.org.uk/project/
dementia-and-self-management
See Mary Turnbull’s paintings:
https://bit.ly/2ZgSo2s
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Also happening:
StudioLR was awarded Best Social
Good Campaign at the ‘Nods’ Design
Awards for their ‘Any Disability
Symbol’ campaign. Well done to
StudioLR and the many people with
dementia who worked with them!

tide’s Creativity for Carers newsletter
keeps carers connected and inspired by
asking them to take part in a monthly
creative challenge. In May, the theme is
photography, and members are asked
to send a picture of something that
inspires or moves them. Find out more on
their website: https://www.tide.uk.net/
Capital Theatres has made their
virtual Tea and Jam party a monthly
event after the success of their first
one last month. More than 40 people
of all ages ‘showed up’ to the event
and enjoyed the performances and the
chat. Tea & Jam will now be on the last
Friday of every month at 11am. https://
www.facebook.com/captheatres/
Scottish Ballet continue with their
weekly exercise session ‘Time to Dance’,
every Wednesday at 11.30am. Find out
more on their website: https://www.
scottishballet.co.uk/join-in/dancehealth-wellbeing/time-to-danceThe
British Deaf Association has produced
two short videos, including one about
not being able to see a loved one during
lockdown (https://bit.ly/2Xhrx3F) and
the other about grief and bereavement
when caring for someone with
dementia (https://bit.ly/3dYwkOe).
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